'CAN' your citation FOOD + GOODS DRIVE!
DONATE & REDUCE YOUR CITATION!  NOV 18 - DEC 11
TOWSON.EDU/PARKING

PARKING & TRANSPORTATION SERVICES | OFFICE AT THE UNION GARAGE 8 AM - 5 PM

DONATE ANY OF THESE NEEDED ITEMS FOR A CITATION REDUCTION

- TOILET PAPER
  4 - 6 count packs = 5 items

- FEMININE CARE PRODUCTS
  24+ count packs = 5 items

- MENS DEODORANT
  2 count packs (3oz) = 5 items

- PEANUT BUTTER OR JELLY
  2 count packs = 5 items
  (no glass)

- GRANOLA BARS
  24+ count boxes = 5 items

- CANS, NON-PERISHABLE FOOD & DRIED FRUIT
  1 can/package = 1 Item

- 5 ITEMS
  = $25 Reduction of one citation

- 10 ITEMS
  = $50 Reduction of one citation

- 15 ITEMS
  = $75 Reduction (waive one citation)

RESTRICIONS
- Citations must be currently outstanding.
- Citation cannot be under appeal or transferred to the Bursar's office.
- Only citations issued between October 1, 2019 through December 11, 2019 are eligible to be reduced or waived
- Handicap, fire lane, misuse of permit and altered permit citations are not eligible for consideration
- Individual serving items (ex. Ramen/Cup of Noodles, Mac & Cheese) will not be accepted.
- One case of Ramen/Cup of Noodles or mac & cheese = 1 item
- No gross jar donations
- No expired items

#CANYOURCITATION

410-704-PARK | UPARK@TOWSON.EDU

TU
TOWSON UNIVERSITY
Parking and Transportation

ALL DONATIONS WILL BENEFIT THE TU FOODSHARE PROGRAM